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Take off KS4 duration: 5 hours  
The principles of rotary flight are explained and explored in this inspiring day, developed with AgustaWestland 

Helicopters and offering a practical insight into careers in engineering. Unique equipment is used to model the 

design process – testing components and programming sensors on a robotic helicopter to complete a rescue 

mission and designing and building a rotary craft. Supported by the Royal Academy of Engineering. 
 

Key Words: 
Engineering. Rotary flight. Helicopters. Design. Investigation. Gravity. Lift. Air resistance. Sensors. 

Learning objectives 
Understand the engineering process and how it helps to solve real world problems  

Gain an insight into the work of an engineer 

Understand the advantages and application of rotary craft 

Learn about rotary flight engineering and design, including power-to-weight ratios and blade balancing 

Understand the importance of gravity, air resistance, lift and drag  

Investigate and test the suitability of different structures and composite materials for rotary craft 

Learn about the importance of sensors and computers on modern rotary craft as applied to search and rescue 

Work as a team to design, build and test an auto-rotation craft  
 

Content 

Example Timetable: 
10:00 Arrival and welcome 

10:15 Show: Rotary flight and engineering 

10:45 Workshop: Power, lift, balance and sensors - testing and measuring specially designed models 

12:15 Lunch 

13:15 Workshop: Designing and building a rotor craft for the ‘egg drop challenge’ 

15:15 End of activities or more free time to explore We The Curious 
 

Curriculum Links: 
Working scientifically:  

Explain everyday and technological applications of science 

Apply a knowledge of a range of techniques, instruments, apparatus, and materials to select those appropriate to 

the experiment 

Carry out experiments appropriately having due regard to the correct manipulation of apparatus 

Make and record observations and measurements using a range of apparatus and methods 

Use scientific vocabulary, terminology and definitions 

Forces: 

Power = work done / time 

Recall examples of ways in which forces interact to produce a force on each object 

Describe examples in which forces cause rotation 

Light and electromagnetic waves:  

Recall light is an electromagnetic wave. Give examples of some practical uses of electromagnetic waves 

Recall that different substances may absorb, transmit, refract or reflect these waves in ways that vary with 

wavelength  

Design and technology: The day also supports aspects from the Design, Make, Evaluate and Technical Knowledge 

aspects of the D&T curriculum 
 

Potential Hazards and accessibility 
Loud noise from rotor blade experiment. Rotating arms of a model helicopter. Whoosh bottle demo is used to 

rotate a propeller. 

Related activities 
Exhibits: Flight Zone  

Shows: Launch It!  

Planetarium: Dream to fly  


